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PREFERRED NAILPLATE SUPPLIER
Multinail is a leading Australian manufacturer and supplier of quality metal connectors, machinery, software
and services for the pre-fabricated residential and commercial timber truss industries. A dynamic Australian,
family owned business, Multinail has an energetic, commi:ed staﬀ of over 300 oﬀering Fabricators the full
package – locally designed and manufactured machinery, leading software and the responsive, boots on the
ground service and support. Multinail’s aim is to improve production, eﬃciency and proﬁtability for their
Fabricators by continually investing in R & D and new technologies.

EMAIL
danny.ﬂeetwood@multinail.com

FAST, FLEXIBLE, POWERFUL SOFTWARE
Multinail has some of the best minds in the business working on
reﬁning and perfecting Cornerstone, their enterprise wide software
solution. Among users, Cornerstone is acknowledged as a powerful
productivity tool, while also being ﬂexible, easy to use and accurate.
AUSTRALIAN DESIGNED & MANUFACTURED MACHINERY

EMAIL
stuart.mcbean@multinail.com

Designed for Australian conditions and the needs of local fabricators,
Multinail machinery is robust, high quality and built to last.
Renowned in the industry, Multinail’s world-class equipment range
includes large hydraulic presses and multi-axis computer controlled
saws, as well as a range of automatic, semi-automatic and manual
truss jigging and pressing systems that use a variety of hydraulic,
electrical, pneumatic and computerised equipment.
NAIL PLATES

EMAIL
kevin.labrooy@multinail.com

Multinail designs and manufactures a huge range of nail plates in its
5,600m 2 custom built production and warehousing facility. With
more than 40 presses and roll form lines from 25 - 250 tonnes + 120
single operation and progression tools, Multinail processes hundreds
of tonnes of coil steel per month. Multinail designs and manufactures
in-house, so full quality control is maintained from start to ﬁnish.
ENGINEERING

EMAIL
warwick.porter@multinail.com

Multinail has a dedicated and experienced team of registered
structural engineers that provide detailed design services and advice
to clients across the globe on Multinail’s proprietary light weight
pre-fabricated timber systems.

PHONE
0419 516 918

The only full package provider to the Australian frame & truss sector
155 Burnside Rd, Staplyton QLD 4207

PH: 07 3297 3250

FAX: 07 3807 2978

www.multinail.com.au

